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From the Seneschal
Greetings Wintermistians, We have a storage unit! It is a 5x10 unit located conveniently off the 99 freeway,
and Olive Dr. Everything except the fighting eric, and a few items that are in the possession of our chatelaine are now stored there. I have purchased 5 containers to better protect and organize our property, and
each has been labeled. I created an inventory list that is located on a clipboard on the wall so that items can
be easier found, and returned. Five officers will have keys to the unit, myself, Ketill our Marshall, our deputy exchequer, Sharon who is in charge of inventory, Lee Rose who is in charge of Demo’s, and our constable Michael Jiles.
If you need anything you need to contact one of these people, and they can make arrangement to go with
you to the unit. At that point they will check out whatever is being removed, and once the items are returned, everything must be checked back in. This process will hopefully lessen the chances of us loosing
anything else into the ether. I’m sorry, but keys cannot be loaned out, no exceptions. I know that at this
point we will have an ongoing debt to pay, we are however paid up through the end of November, but we
do need to consider different ways of raising extra money to offset this expense. If everyone were to just
put in a single dollar at each shire meeting, it would never be an issue. Having a storage unit is a step toward our goal as a shire. It’s more than just a place to keep our stuff, it represents progress and unification.
We are moving forward. Go us!
~Kali Raqs Xahar

 July 10: Officer Meeting
 July11: Business MeetingTony’s Pizza on Mt.
Vernon Ave 7:00 pm
 July 12: Newcomer’s
meeting at Collette’s home
6pm
 July 14: Woodworking
fellowship 10am
 July 17: Fellowship of
the String 6:30pm at
Bolo’s House
 July 26: Bardic Practice
at Brendan’s house
 July 31: Illumination
meeting
 JULY MOCK TOURNEY! - To be announced
 Sundays at 10 am
Fighter Practice at Patriot’s Park

From the Chronicler
This month there is a lot for you to read, thanks to the members who submitted the stories, articles, art and
recipes you will find further in this issue.
There has been a lot going on this past month. Besides all the fellowship meetings, this month was the 29th
anniversary of Nordwache and investiture of the new baroness. The Ogres and Horsemen were in attendance and we had a great time. I tried my best at the archery competition, but Lord Bolo won both the
Novice category and Overall score for the day and is now the Archery Champion for Nordwache. I did, however, win the cooking contest by making Bustaniya (Orchard Dish) a Persian recipe which turned out very
well. Kali won second place with her submission of Ogre Sauce—from the great Ogre cookbook. Lord Da’ud
came close in the thrown weapons competition, but was beaten out by the reigning Nordwachen Champion. In addition to these honors, the new Baroness invited several Wintermistians to serve on her court,
Estrith and Irma were asked to be Ladies in Waiting and Jonathon Sawyer was asked to be on her guard.
Taylor of Wintermist was awarded a well-deserved Acorn by the King and Queen. The weekend was filled
with fighting, thrown weapons, archery and swimming in the cold stream that ran nearby. They even had
fighting IN the stream—that’s quite a sight to see. At night there were fires, conversation and merriment.
This event is perfect for anyone who wants a laid-back stress-free event. Next year will be their 30th, so
that should really be something special!
The weekend after Nordwache’s anniversary we had our monthly Mock Tournament with a potluck lunch
included. The event was well attended and Master Manus, with Lord Raynor’s assistance, helped us learn a
lot about the proper behavior at court. If you can, I recommend attending these Mock tournaments, there
is a lot to learn and it s a great time to socialize, as well as get some fighting practice in, if you like.
Until next month,
For the Dream,
~A’isha al-Raqqasa

Caid Calendar
 July 7: CP Prize,
Gyldenholt
 July 14: Festival of the
Rose, Dreiburgen
 July 21: Lyondemere
Anniversary
 July 28: Games Tourney,
Starkhfn
 July 28: Caid Rapier
Open, Altavia
 August 4-5: Desert Oasis
Festival, Naevehjem
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July Heralds Report
There are three parts to this month’s report. Part two is the continuation of the beginning heraldry story to help people to pick their devices.
Part three is a listing of the names and devices that are being submitted to the Caidan College of Heralds to be registered with the Society. That
brings us to part one which deals with the registration process and changes that I wish to implement within the Shire.
As of the July meeting of the CoH (College of Heralds) all submissions to the CoH will be in check form. The reason for this is to give the
submitter a way to check on their submission and proof of said submission via the cancelled check. Without going into needless details a recent
submission has been lost when cash was submitted to the CoH. This may be a one in a million occurrence and the submission may be found but
to protect the submitter we will issue checks from the Shire to be sent to the college. This will allow two checks for the benefit of the submitterfirst, the herald’s monthly report will have the listed the name, date and amount received and what for. Second, the shire will have issued a
check to the college of heralds for x number of submissions that when cross referenced to the heralds report will give the information needed to
trace the submission whit the cancelled check. And conversely a check that has not been cashed by the college within sixty day of issue will raise
a “red flag” to the college and the shire. The idea of this is to stop the loss of time especially regarding the registration of names and devices. Yes
this is more paperwork but it stops a hole in the system. Personal checks will be listed in the report as well and sent to the college; Shire checks
will only be sent if the submitter gives a local herald cash for their submission so that we now have a record of that submission. Paperwork huzzah!!
Heraldry 101 Part B
Last month I talked about colors, metals and furs. Now I will introduce some of the common divisions of the field. When speaking of
the field we are talking about the area of the device usually represented on a “heater” or triangular shaped shield. First we divide the field by half
on the vertical (pale), horizontal (fess) or diagonal (bend or bend sinister). The proper way to describe this is to use the term “per” ______
(division of the field). Example: Per pale Or and sable. When looking at the device you list colors and items from the top left to right. So a bend
is seen from top left to bottom right on the diagonal and a bend
sinister is from top right to bottom left. Sinister is a Latin term for
left. To divide the field into four parts we have quarterly (a pale
and a fess) and per saltire which is four parts divided on the diagonal. A gyronny is the term for dividing the field into eight parts.
You can also have a gyronny of six which is made by removing the
pale leaving the saltire and fess.








Names and devices to be submitted this month:
Name & Device (Badge)- Guild of the Gillyflower: Or, a sixpetalled flower gules, centered argent.
Name & Device (Badge)- Guild of the Vane: Or, six swords
point to center gules.
Name & Device- Estrith Rasmusdatter; Per chape vert and
argent, two mullets of eight points argent and an oak tree
proper.
Name & Device- Maritgen Zegerzoom; Argent, in pale a tulip
issuant from a heart gules slipped and leaved vert within a
bordure engrailed sable.
Resubmission Device- Or, on a lozenge sable in pale a serpent in anulo and a Thors’ hammer Or. For Jonathan Sawyer.
Resubmission Device- Sable, a mule salient to sinister argent
and on a bordure embattled argent six mullets of four points
gules. For Lothar von Schwartzschildt.

This completes the report of the Flourish of Wintermist to its Shire.
Heraldry 102- divisions of the field. This refers to how the device is
divided between colors and metals.

Art by Hildibjorg in Vikverska
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The Dancer

From the Journal of Michael of Wintermist
Junius Ano Domini 1232
For several weeks we have been in the great trading
city of Dunhuang, which lies at the cross roads of the Northern
and Southern Silk roads. Close to the city are the Mogao Caves,
dug by Buddhist priests and decorated with many carvings and
murals of their heathen gods. I had been exploring the caves,
looking at the strange statues and paintings. In one I found a
mural done by a master artist portraying a beautiful young
women dancing and playing a stringed instrument, called a
pipa, behind her back. It was painted in such a way that I felt I
could step into the painting and join the dance if I only tried.
I asked the Monk who lived in the cave who the
dancer in the painting was and he told me that long ago a great
artist had lost his daughter to bandits when she was a young
child, only to discover her many years later dancing in the
streets. In his happiness the artist had come here and used his
magic brush to paint his daughter dancing. The painting caught
the eye of a local official who decided to take the young
woman as his concubine. When the father found out about
these plans, he hid his daughter away, never revealing her location even when tortured to his death. The official's evil deeds
were discovered by the local Khan who had him beheaded for
killing such a great artist, but the dancer was never seen again.
When the monk finished his story he indicated that I should
leave an offering, but I turned away. As I left I had the strangest
feeling that the dancer's eyes were following me.
Local entertainers often come to the caravan camps
in hopes of making a little money from the wealthy merchants,
but this evening the group of dancers was different. As they
started to dance, one of them began to play a pipa behind her
back. My curiosity drew me towards her, but as I approached
she and her companions started to dance around me, going
faster and faster until I grew dizzy. Suddenly the dancer
stopped before me. Taking one of her scarves, she wound it
around my head and covered my eyes. I could still hear her
playing on the pipa and as the music became wilder and wilder
I could imagine her movements matching the music. All of a
sudden the music stopped and I felt a fleeting kiss. I tried to
take the scarf off my eyes but it seemed to take forever, and
when I could see again the dancers were gone and my friends
were looking at me with a mixture of envy and amusement. I
asked where the dancers had gone but none could say, only
point off into the darkness. I searched all the nearby camps but
no one had seen them.
The next day I went back to the cave to look at the
painting once again, and as I gazed on the dancer's face I again
felt pulled into the painting until a small sound broke the spell.
Looking around I saw the Monk staring at me and again he
indicated I should make an offering. I left the scarf and never
looked back, but I could feel her eyes following me as I went.

The Manus Manifesto II, Progress Update By Manus leDragonier
Last year after Great Western War I wrote a proposal to the Shire
about what I felt we needed to do to better the encampment for the next
GWW. We are now over half way to this event and I thought I would review where I feel we are from that proposal. I had listed eight different
things that I felt we should strive to do to better the Shire and our encampment. I congratulate the Shire in that real progress has been made as a
group and lots of “new” faces have stepped up to help the Shire. I will list
each of the eight topics below and how we have handled it as I see it. Remember these are my opinions only and you are more than welcome to
prove me wrong where I feel that work is needed!
A) Pavilion Storage and Carrying Case: This seems to have mutated into
the trailer issue. But my basic concern was/is a container for the pavilion to
keep it clean and out of the elements when not in use- which is the majority of the time. So split this into a1 and a2. A1) As for the trailer we have
had a lot of discussion and we have reached an agreement for a long tern
decision: grade B+. A2) And a container for the pavilion is still lacking and
transport is still difficult especially due to the bulk: grade D. I have the material for a pavilion topper (a placard to go on the pavilion top with three
red snowflakes. I just have to get off my duff and get it put together.
B) Camp Walls: We have had a good deal of discussion and several proposals have been made. Actual work has not yet been started but we are
looking at the subject: grade C.
C) Lanterns and Lantern Hooks: As above lots of discussion and several
proposals have been put forth. One local lantern has been designed and I
believe that the metalworkers fellowship has discussed this topic for next
GWW: grade C+.
D) Banners: Another topic under discussion and interest for group workshops. I believe that much will be done in the near future: grade C+.
E) Boffer Weapons and Armor: Lots have been done due to a proactive
and concerned group of parents. Some fighter garb issues may exist but
that should take care of itself with help from the arts group and sewing
fellowship. Positive action should continue: grade B.
F&G) Camp Master and Land Master: I have combined these topics together since my response for each of these is the same- timely effort and
work. Both slots are filled with competent people and are actively being
operated: grade A.
H) Arts Projects: I just hope that the people running our arts programs
don’t burn themselves out! These are varied and active throughout
the Shire- sewing, cooking, bardic, metalworking, calligraphy and illumination, leatherwork and much, much more!! Grade A+.
Well there you have how I see our progress since last October. As
parents looking at this report card we have some need for improvement
but overall it is not bad and in some cases pretty good. There is still a lot of
work to be done but we seem to have lots of willing hands for the needed
tasks and that is a good thing. Besides if everything was going great I
wouldn’t need to write things like this to get the Shire members to work on
these projects and any more we can come up with. Keep working Wintermist we are better than we were a year ago and will be even better at this
time next year!
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Five Spice Braised Pork - recipe provided by Lord Miklos Bako
This is a low and slow dish, ideal for SCA camping. Pre-marinate your meat in a zip lock bag, take it to an event in your cooler, and slow roast it in a Dutch
oven for hours at the campsite. The smell will bring them begging.
The balance of sweet and savory is the key to making this work. Using fresh ginger, garlic, apples, and baby carrots – you’ll have bright flavors that bring
something different to the SCA camp than your traditional roast or stew.
Five Spice Braised Pork
What you'll need:













One 5 lb pork roast (Or two 2.5-3lb shoulders, loins, etc)
Nine cloves fresh garlic, crushed
3 Apples, cored & cubed
2 cups – red seedless grapes. (green seedless are fine)
2 Onions, red or white, cubed
1 lb baby carrots
3 sweet potatoes, cubed
1 cup, of freshly minced ginger. (No dry ginger powder!)
2 tbsp, cooking oil (your choice)
3 cups, Muscato or Reisling wine (fruity-sweet dessert wine)

1 Gallon Zipper Bag
Spices: Store spice blends have no flavor. Mix yourself for much better results. You might need to purchase a spice grinder, or a mortar and pestle if you're unable to
find the ground versions of some of these spices.
Five Spice Blend:
1 Part - Ground Ajiao (star anise)
1 Part - Ground Fennel seeds
1½ Parts - Ground Cloves
Two parts - Ground Cinnamon
Two Parts - Ground Huajiao (Sichuan pepper)
NOTE: Sichuan pepper is NOT red peppercorn. If you can't find this at your grocery or specialty store, don't panic. You can substitute ground chipotle peppers and a
dash of lemon juice. If you can’t find either, you should shop somewhere else but you can settle for black peppercorn.
Marinade: With a very sharp knife, score the fatty outer layer of the roast in an X pattern and puncture the roast in several places. Generously coat the roast with
pinches of your spice mixture, really rubbing it into the meat. Next, set the roast inside the zipper bag. Now add 1 cup of your wine, and half of your freshly minced
ginger to the bag. Remove as much of the air from the bag as you can to coat the pork in your marinade. Marinate the pork overnight.
NOTE: If you can't find a single roast that fits in a gallon bag, get two roasts (or any two cuts of pork) and split the marinade up between two zipper bags.
Cooking Instructions:
Remove roast from bag, and reapply fresh coat of your spice rub.
Heat butter and oil in a large heavy cast iron dutch oven over medium heat.
Brown each side of the roast, turning every two to three minutes.
Pour remaining wine into pot to deglaze the brown stuff in the pan. (that’s flavor yo)
Add the roast, garlic and ginger, cover, and cook on LOW for 8-10 hours.
8-10 Hours? Can you cook this faster?
Yes.
Will it taste the same?
No.
Will it be as tender?
No.
Will it make you famous?
No.
Can I cook at a higher temp for less time?
Don’t you dare.
Should I just follow the instructions?
Yes.
Add apples, carrots, and onions to the pot 2-3 hours before finishing.
Add the sweet potatoes and grapes about 45 minutes before finishing.
Cook till potatoes are tender.
Gravy:
To make gravy, remove juices from dutch oven into a medium saucepan, heat until boiling, and thicken with 2 tbsp corn starch mixed with 2 tbsp water.
Optional:
1-2 tbsp. Glaze with any brand of fruit or citrus jam or marmalade (stirred until smooth), or a fruit jam made with hot peppers (like Crooked Acres StrawberryHabanero Jam!).
Serving Suggestion:
Pork should be pull-apart soft. You can choose to serve it as a roast, or recombine it with gravy and serve as a stew.
Cook brown rice with fresh ginger, garlic, and a pinch of the 5 spice powder. Pour roast/stew over rice in a bowl.
Garnish with steamed edamame & apple slices.
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Sambocade Recipe provided by Estrith Rasmusdatter
Original receipt
Take and make a crust in a trap & take cruddes and wryng out þe wheyze and draw hem þurgh a straynour and put hit in þe crust. Do þereto
sugur, the thridde part, & somdel whyte of ayren, & shake þerein blomes of elren; & bake it up with eurose and messe it forth.
(Forme of Cury 179)
Modern Translation
Ingredients:
 Pie Crust - for a 9 in. dish
 ¾ cup ricotta cheese, drained
 4 egg whites
 ½ cup sugar (caster sugar is preferred)
 1/8 cup dried elder berries or 1/4 cup dried cherries, chopped* (I preferred the cherries)
 1 tsp rosewater
Instructions:
Place your favorite pie crust in a 9 in. tart pan.
In a large bowl mix all other ingredients until well blended.
Pour into crust and bake in a pre-heated 350 degree oven for 45 min.
*original recipe calls for 3-4 bunches elder flowers, or ¼ cup dried elder flowers, which do grow in the mountains here. They need to be used very
fresh as they wilt quickly. If you are picking elder flowers keep them in water until used and remove all green stems, use only the white flower.
**Dried Elder berries and rose water are available at Lassen's market.

Fellowship Accountings


Clothiers: Clothiers had a good June meeting. I assisted with the banner Lady Beatrice is making for the shire Pavilion. And we had a new
member stop by to get some questions answered about projects she has in progress. The July meeting is going to be on the 8th at 2 pm.
Bring your projects to work on, questions to be answered, or just come hang out and talk sewing with your fellow enthusiasts. Hope to see
you there.



Illumination: We will be meeting July 31st to start painting the Wintermist Eric for use at GWW. It will begin at 6:30 to 9:30



Leatherworkers: Ordering starter leather Tool Kits and thread Friday as proposed at first meeting. Leather workers will be working on individual projects on a person by person basis or finishing projects from my past classes. Dates and Times will be Posted on Leather Fellowship
Page and Wintermist Page .



Greetings from the Metal and Wood Workers Fellowship. We will be having a meeting later this month to see the wooden chairs Wayne has
made. He showed a great armoring chair at fighter's practice, and has some made from plywood. Look for the announcement for date and
place. Galen, Chancellor



String: June’s gathering went well with six people showing up to work on award cords for largesse. Susan of Wintermist learned how to make
Kumihimo cords while everyone else pitched in with tips and tricks. She’s a natural! Lady Tahira and I both started Vanguard of honor cords
on our Card weaving looms, they always take forever to set up, but the results are worth it. Next month’s topic/activity is to be determined.

A&S Competition Categories
July: Heraldry and Herb craft
August: Papermaking and Period Models
September: Leather crafting

Art by Hildibjorg in Vikverska

Wintermist Officers
Seneschal: THL Kali Raqs Xahar

email: seneschal@sca-wintermist.org

Deputies: THL Tahira Al-Fahida and Lord Gwyon Pengrych
Arts & Science: Lord Da’ud ibn Ma’bad

email: arts@sca-wintermist.org

Deputy A & S: Lord Bolo Longcaster & Lady Collette Olivier le Fournier

Current Champion of

Chatelaine: Lady Collette Olivier le Fournier
Deputies: Estrith Rasmusdatter & Piroska Miklosne

the Flock

Chirurgeon: Vacant

Chronicler: Lady A’isha al-Raqqasa

Wintermist and Protector of

email: chronicler@sca-wintermist.org

Deputy: THL Katherine of Hornechurch
Constable: Bjorn Inn Vikverski

Exchequer: Lord Wihtstan Gravenor

email: exchequer@sca-wintermist.org

Deputy: Mari Inghean Cuan
Herald: Master Manus le Dragonier

email: herald@sca-wintermist.org

Deputy: a Flourish of Heralds
List Mistress: THL Katherine of Hornechurch email: lysts@sca-wintermist.org
Deputy: Lord Lothar von Schwartzschildt
Marshal: THL Ketill Olafsson

Sir Helgi Hrafnfaedhir
Photo by Isha

email: marshal@sca-wintermist.org

Deputy: Lord Johnathon Sawyer
Webwright: Lord Miklos Bako
Deputy: Kinson Ravenloft

Articles should be submitted to the chronicler, either in person or by e-mail (chronicler@sca-wintermist.org), and nonofficer related articles should be accompanied by a media release form to allow permission to publish in Tales from the
Mist.
“Tales from the Mist” is created using MS Publisher templates. This month’s template is called “Pinwheels”.
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